Abstract: 3-SPS+RRS+PS is a new type of mechanism. There is good application prospect in the field of aerospace. Especially some key kinetic characteristic calculation algorithms are implemented, which makes its calculation mechanized, thus it will contribute to make the dynamics performance of this mechanism optimized and ascended. In the paper, firstly, the degree of freedom is calculated and freedom nature is analyzed. Then the reverse solution is calculated, started with the nature of degree of freedom. And the mechanism velocity and acceleration inverse solutions are calculated in the direct derivation method. Although there are shortcomings that calculation process is complicated in direct derivation method, its calculation process is easy to realize mechanization. Then a kind of fast numerical calculation algorithm is given and MATLAB program is implemented. The algorithm has universal applicability to the mechanism of continuous differentiable inverse equation, and can be applied to general parallel mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

3-SPS+RRS+PS is a new type of mechanism, widely used in aviation field to control flight pose, and has a high research value. Experts and scholars have conducted in-depth research on it.

In 2009 the dynamics performance index of similar mechanism 3-RSS+PS+RRS was analyzed in [1]. In 2010 the dynamic performance of 3-SPS+1-RRS+1-PS mechanism was analyzed in [2].In 2012, kinematics performance and working space of a outer ring 3-SPS+1-PRS+1-PS and inner ring 3-SPS+1-RPS+1-PS mechanism were analyzed that is similar to the mechanism in [3].in 2013, the kinematic performance of 2-RRS-6SPS-1-PS mechanism was analyzed in [4].

From these studies above, we find that the two parallel mechanisms are similar and their construction types can both result in 3-SPS+RRS+PS all. Therefore,
the research and analysis of 3-SPS+RRS+PS mechanism is the key of the study on this kind of hybrid mechanism. In 2013, Zhang Dayu’s paper was published on the synthesis of mechanism [5].

The mechanism performance index and Hessian matrix are also studied deeply. In 2002, the dynamic performance index of the six degree of freedom (DOF) parallel mechanism and a less DOF parallel mechanism was proposed in [6], research and analysis has focused on the dynamics performance index in the following more than ten years, and based on Jacobian and Hessian matrix, meanwhile parallel and serial mechanism dynamics performance index system has been given systematically in [7]-[23]. According to the study of more than ten years, there are many affected factors in the mechanism dynamic performance. Among these mechanisms, two order influence coefficient Hessian matrix is a key element in [16]. Although, there are many good calculation methods of Hessian matrix, but the calculation process is so complex that it brings a lot of inconvenience to index calculation [17-19].

In this paper, the mechanism DOF is analyzed firstly, then the nature of the mechanism DOF is distinguished, and the position inverse solution is analyzed; and based on the results of the position inverse solution’s results, the velocity inverse solution and acceleration inverse solution are calculated by direct derivation method. Although, there are a lot of very good methods to solve the mechanism velocity and acceleration in [20-22], direct derivation method is often described as complex calculation process in [23], but the simple ideas. For this we give a fast numerical calculating algorithm and have the above algorithm completed by MATLAB procedures. The algorithm has general applicability to continuously differentiable inverse equation mechanism, and is applied to general parallel mechanism. In addition, the Hessian matrix is directly separated from the inverse equation in the calculation process, which solves the difficulty of the Hessian matrix solution. In the analysis, we consider not only the correctness and effectiveness of the method, but also can mechanize the calculation. So not only the current requirements is met, but also Hessian matrix solution analysis can be automated and mechanized, and the automatic calculation basis is provided for future mechanism performance index analysis.

II. THE DESCRIPTION OF MECHANISM AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COORDINATE SYSTEM

Mechanism is composed of 1 RRS branched chain, 1 PS and 3 SPS branched chains, shown in Figure 1.

A coordinate system is established on each of the upper platform and the lower platform of the mechanism. As shown in Figure 2, the platform plane that is connected by each branched chain with the lower platform plane is XY plane, and fifth branched chain is Z axis to establish a fixed coordinate system O-XYZ. The X axis is through the first branched chain rotating pair, and the Y axis is through the second branched chain spherical joint. Y axis is parallel with the rotating pair by which the first branched chain is connected with the lower platform. On condition that the above platform central point P as the original point, the above platform normal as $z_n$ axis, the first branched spherical joint as $x_n$ axis and the second branched spherical joint as $y_n$ axis, the moving coordinate system $o_n-x_ny_nz_n$ is established. At the initial time, Each axis of moving coordinate system $o_n-x_ny_nz_n$ is parallel to each corresponding axe of O-XYZ.

The rotating pair connecting the first branched chain with the lower platform is denoted by $C_1$, the spherical joint connecting with the upper platform is denoted by $A_i$, the rotating pair is denoted by $B_i$ in the middle part. The spherical joint connecting the 2,3 and 4 branched chain with the lower platform is denoted by $C_{i}(i=2,3,4)$, spherical joint connecting with the upper platform is...
denoted by $A_i(i=2,3,4)$, and the shifting pair is denoted by $B_i(i=2,3,4)$ in the middle part. $A_i(i=1,2,3,4)$ and $P$ are coplanar, and distributed in the four equal-part points of a circle of which $P$ is the center and $R_2$ is the radius $C_i(i=1,2,3,4)$ and $O$ points are coplanar, and distributed in the four equal-part points of a circle of which $O$ point is the center and $R_1$ is the radius. Upper platform turning

III. DOF ANALYSES

For the first branched chain as shown in Figure 2, C1 kinematic screw is $S_{13}$, B1kinematic screw is $S_{12}$, A1 kinematic screw is $S_{13}, S_{14}, S_{15}$.

Figure 2. The first branched chain

By the geometric relationship between the screw and reciprocal screw, the reciprocal screw must pass the intersection of $S_{13}, S_{14}$ and $S_{15}$, and parallel $S_{12}$ and $S_{11}$. Thus, reciprocal screw $S_1'$ as shown in Figure 3, it passes A1 point and parallels $S_{12}$ and $S_{11}$, and so parallels Y axis in the fixed platform.

All chains from the second branched chain to the forth branched chain are SPS branched chains, which are common 6 DOF branched chains, unconstrained, so this paper will not discuss them.

For the fifth branched chain as shown in Figure 3, the shifting pair’s motion screw is $S_{51}$, and the spherical joint motion screw is $S_{52}, S_{53}$ and $S_{54}$.

Due to the geometric relationship of the screw and the reciprocal screw, the reciprocal screw must pass the intersection point of $S_{52}, S_{53}$ and $S_{54}$, and is vertical with $S_{51}$, so the two reciprocal screw $S_1'$ and $S_2'$ are parallel with X axis, Y axis in fixed platform constantly, so the non-special position type is not coincidence with the moving platform $O_nA_i$ and $O_nA_2$.

Figure 4. The DOF picture of mechanism
As shown in Figure 4, because $S_1^r$, $S_2^r$ and $S_3^r$ are parallel or vertical, so they are linearly independent, so the mechanism is 3 DOF.

IV. INVERSE SOLUTION OF POSITION

As shown in Figure 4, at initial time the coordinate each point that each branch chain connected to upper platform is:

$$
\begin{align*}
A_1 & = (a_{1x}, a_{1y}, a_{1z}) = (r_2, 0, 0) \\
A_2 & = (a_{2x}, a_{2y}, a_{2z}) = (0, r_2, 0) \\
A_3 & = (a_{3x}, a_{3y}, a_{3z}) = (-r_2, 0, 0) \\
A_4 & = (a_{4x}, a_{4y}, a_{4z}) = (0, -r_2, 0)
\end{align*}
$$

At initial time the coordinate each point that each branch chain connected to lower platform is:

$$
\begin{align*}
C_1 & = (C_{1x}, C_{1y}, C_{1z}) = (r_1, 0, 0) \\
C_2 & = (C_{2x}, C_{2y}, C_{2z}) = (0, r_1, 0) \\
C_3 & = (C_{3x}, C_{3y}, C_{3z}) = (-r_1, 0, 0) \\
C_4 & = (C_{4x}, C_{4y}, C_{4z}) = (0, -r_1, 0)
\end{align*}
$$

After the upper platform has been rotated and translated, The transformational matrix of the pose from beginning to end can be expressed by to $T$:

$$
T = T T S = R(\alpha, \beta) P_c
$$

Among above:

$$
R(\alpha, \beta) = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \beta & \sin \alpha \sin \beta & \cos \alpha \sin \beta \\
0 & \cos \alpha & -\sin \alpha \\
-\sin \beta & \sin \alpha \cos \beta & \cos \alpha \cos \beta
\end{pmatrix}
$$

After the upper platform pose being changed , The coordinate of $A_i (i = 2, 3, 4)$ point in the 2, 3 and 4 branch chain is:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
A_x \\
A_y \\
A_z
\end{pmatrix} = T S R(\alpha, \beta) \begin{pmatrix}
a_x \\
a_y \\
a_z
\end{pmatrix}
$$

In the formula, when $T S$ is at the initial position, due to the height of Z axis in the fixed coordinate system for the moving coordinate system caused by the spherical joint of the fifth branched chain, the homogeneous transformation matrix is:

$$
T_s = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & h \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
$$

Through the above analysis, the 3 drives' (2, 3 and 4 branched chains) stem length vector $L_i (i = 2, 3, 4)$ in the fixed coordinate system is expressed as:

$$
L_i = A_i - C_i
$$

Thereby the position inverse solution calculation equation is got

$$
L_i = \sqrt{L_{x_i}^2 + L_{y_i}^2 + L_{z_i}^2}
$$

On the basis of the above algorithm, according to the mechanism different dimension parameters, a program is written to calculate the curve line inverse solution of the mechanism, as shown in figure 5:

V. INVERSE SOLUTION CALCULATION ABOUT VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

A. formula derivation

There are some methods to calculate the velocity and acceleration of parallel mechanism, including the influence coefficient method [18], differential method [2] etc. This paper adopts direct derivation method.

Three stem length equation $L_2$, $L_3$ and $L_4$ can be gotten by the mechanism inverse equation. They are the equation about $\alpha, \beta, h$. $\alpha, \beta$ are rotating angle (two rotational DOF), and $h$ is the upper and lower shift(a translational DOF).
Each \( L \) can be denoted as \( L_i(\alpha, \beta, h) \), or abbreviated as \( L_i \).

Let \( F = \begin{bmatrix} L_i(\alpha, \beta, h) \\ L_i(\alpha, \beta, h) \\ L_i(\alpha, \beta, h) \end{bmatrix} \) \( (9) \)

1) The velocity inverse solution

The derivation to formula (9) and all rows can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial L_i}{\partial \alpha} & \frac{\partial L_i}{\partial \beta} & \frac{\partial L_i}{\partial h} \\
\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \alpha} & \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \beta} & \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial h} \\
\frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \alpha} & \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \beta} & \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial h} \\
\frac{\partial h}{\partial \alpha} & \frac{\partial h}{\partial \beta} & \frac{\partial h}{\partial h}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(10)

Let \( \tilde{G} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial L_i}{\partial \alpha} \\ \frac{\partial L_i}{\partial \beta} \\ \frac{\partial L_i}{\partial h} \end{bmatrix} \), so formula (10) can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L_2 \\
L_3 \\
L_4
\end{bmatrix} = \left[ \tilde{G} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix}
\]

(11)

In it, \( \tilde{G} \) is the Jacobian matrix. In this paper, as \( \tilde{G} \) is obtained from the inverse solution, \( \tilde{G} \) is used to be distinguished from deriving from the normal solution equations in the related literature [18, 24-25].

2) Acceleration inverse solution

Acceleration inverse solution is the derivation to formula (11):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L_2 \\
L_3 \\
L_4
\end{bmatrix} = \left[ \tilde{G} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix} + \left[ \tilde{G} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix}
\]

(12)

And all stems' acceleration can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L_2 \\
L_3 \\
L_4
\end{bmatrix} = \left[ \tilde{G} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix} + \left[ \tilde{G} \right] \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix}
\]

(13)

Among them:

\[
\tilde{B} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \alpha^2} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \alpha \beta} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \alpha h} \\ \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \beta \alpha} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \beta^2} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial \beta h} \\ \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial h \alpha} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial h \beta} & \frac{\partial^2 L_i}{\partial h^2}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

B. MATLAB calculation

Realization method: The function Jacobian of MATLAB is called to get solution of \( \tilde{G} \). Among it, \( v \) is \( 3 \times 3 \) matrix.

\[
v = \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ h \end{bmatrix}, \tilde{G} \text{ is } 3 \times 3\text{ matrix.}
\]

According to the calculating method in this paper, a algorithm to get \( \tilde{H} \) is:

1) Input parameters: \( L \) is a function vector ready to solve, and vector \( V \) is composed of parameters to solve derivative.

2) Output: \( H \) is the output Hessian matrix

3) Steps of the algorithm:

a) The Jacobian matrix of \( L \) about \( v \) is \( \tilde{G} \) of last section

b) Get \( m \), the number of the rows of \( G \), and \( n \), the number of the column.

c) On the each line of \( G \) (i.e., \( L_i \) of above section), the partial differential coefficient of \( \frac{\partial (L_i)}{\partial \alpha} \) is calculated and simplified.

d) Then the generated \( n \) line matrix results is stored in line \( i \times n -(n-1) \) to the line \( i \times n \) of the output matrix \( H \).

The calculation example:

For \( \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} \dot{\alpha} \\ \dot{\beta} \\ \dot{h} \end{array} \right] = [0.2 \ 0.2 \ 0.2] \), \( \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} \ddot{\alpha} \\ \ddot{\beta} \\ \ddot{h} \end{array} \right] = [0 \ 0 \ 0] \), the unit of the angular velocity is rad/s, and the unit of displacement is cm.
providing a lot of convenience to calculate performance computing intensively and large amounts of calculation, matrix solution, and the problem of the Hessian equation, can quickly and automatically get the Hessian MATLAB. This method, only using the inverse solution a fast MATLAB calculation method is given based on calculated. That gives derivation of the principle, and also solution equation, mechanism velocity and acceleration is inverse solution is effective to any position type.

VI. CONCLUSION

(1) The new thinking of DOF calculation is used to analyze the DOF of the mechanism and gets the number 3, two rotational DOF and 1 mobile DOF. Among them one rotational DOF is the instantaneous DOF which needs special treatment in the inverse position solution calculation.

(2) The paper calculates the mechanism position inverse solution and the instantaneous DOF rotation transformation matrix, and realized it by rotational synthetic of the whole DOF, so as to ensure the position inverse solution is effective to any position type.

(3) By direct derivation of the inverse position solution equation, mechanism velocity and acceleration is calculated. That gives derivation of the principle, and also a fast MATLAB calculation method is given based on MATLAB. This method, only using the inverse solution equation, can quickly and automatically get the Hessian matrix solution, and the problem of the Hessian matrix computing intensively and large amounts of calculation, providing a lot of convenience to calculate performance indicators.
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